1. White side up
   - Fold to centre

2. Fold corner A to centre line
   - Precr ease and unfold

3. Crease as shown

4. Reverse folds

5. Crease as shown

6. Fold along crease 1 made.
   - Turn over

7. Squash fold over

8. Turn over
Fold legs out.

Now the fun part! Swing those flaps over to make the centre pair of the model white...

Swing over...

Line so, turn over.

Precrease at 45° & 22.5° on both sides.

Roach fold.

Fold flaps down.
19. **SQUASH FOLD DOWN**

20. **FOLD UPWARDS (APPROX 2/3 WAY UP)**

21. **SWIVEL FOLDS**

22. **BRING UNDERLYING WHITE FLAPS TO TOP LAYER**

23. **FOLD IN HALF**

24. **i) NARROW NOSE
   ii) SQUASH FOLD TO FORM EYES
   iii) MOUNTAIN FOLD TO FORM EARS**

25. **i) TUCK UNDER
   ii) TUCK UNDER**
27. CRIMP FOLD

28. (i) SING TO FORM HEAD
   (ii) NARROW FRONT LEG

29. BACK END
   REVERSE FOLD

30. REVERSE FOLD OUT AGAIN

31. REVERSE FOLD BOTH SIDES

32. SHAPE TAIL
i. Shape back
ii. Shape legs

Finished Panda